Retrospective for Episodes 27 - 55

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO WRITE A +1:
I agree with this item
I disagree with this item
COPY THESE

LIKED

LEARNED

Prolific episodes

Recording sessions
quick and well
organized

How much little
things effect the
recording (ambient
noise, lighting, etc)

It didn't take long to
record

Format was really Agile
enthusiasts sitting around
chatting about Agile as
opposed to formal
agenda

Facilitation

Style of conversation
- Informal but
professional

Variety of content

New
Individuals/Faces

It was a very
comfortable
environment

Cross platform

Seemingly Endless
Content/Discussions

Series of content

Pushing people out
of their boundaries
to speak

Waterfall & Agile
conversation

on the fly approach

The length is perfect

Sending the spotify
link to my friends and
hearing their
responses

Having people
outside of SAP and
Concur

Professional Podcast
Hosting

Keeping up the flow

Connecting
Individuals

Variable extending of
sessions if needed

Keeping the timebox

Podcasting behind
the scenes - There is
a some work there :)

Editing aint easy

Every single episode
I learn something

its easier to get
going than I thought

Make sure things are
charged

Keep comments to
myself and let others
speak

First podcast ever, so
learned how to be
part of one

Internal/External
marketing

Easy way to see who
spoke on which topic

Proper Alarm Clock

LACKED

LONGED FOR

A way to keep track
which episodes I
watched prior

Mechanism to
explore content for
longer (parking lot to
the standup)

More followers

Episode on Mindset
with a philosophical
approach.

brief synopsis of
episodes may be
beneficial

Marketing for more
listeners

Transparency on
Episodes and
recording timeline

Regular comms of
the podcast
series/Marketing

Easy search on SAP
corporate search
portal (lack of tags?)

More episodes with
others outside SAP
Concur - even
outside SAP

More episodes with
not only Coaches :)

Feedback Catcher

Different types of
series: Leadership,
Scaling, Lean,
Kanban, PMO

Ask folks who haven't
been guests for a while
to consider participating
again :-)

NPS

